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Non-Technical Summary
A request was made by Lancashire County Council for a rapid survey to be carried out of five scheduled
monuments across Lancashire, these being: Witton Old Hall, Whalley Bridge, Newsholme Old Hall,
Castle Hill, Dolphinholme, and Darwen Tramway Reversing Triangle. At present there is a need for
further information to be recorded regarding these sites.
The site of Witton Old Hall is situated in Witton Hall country Park, Blackburn. The earliest records of the
manor are from the time of Edward I, after which it passed through various families until it was acquired
by the convent at Whalley. After the Dissolution the estate was sold to Richard Crombiholme who
promptly sold it to the Astleys. The Astleys held the estate until the reign of George III. Witton Hall was
acquired by Joseph Feilden of Blackburn, who in 1800 built Witton House, and it is probable that the Old
Hall was in a state of decay by this time. The site itself has the remains of two buildings, that of the hall,
which is no longer visible and is now occupied by allotments, and the ruins of a farm building and
courtyard which probably date back to the 18th or early 19th century. The survey recorded the extant ruins
of the farm building and courtyard, and surrounding ditches and walls.
Whalley Bridge straddles the river Calder on the south side of Whalley. There has been a bridge on the
site since at least the 14th century. The date of the first stone bridge is unknown, though it was rebuilt
and widened in the 17th century. In the early 20th century the bridge was considerably altered and further
widened to cope with modern traffic. Three phases of building were recorded during the survey, which
gave some understanding of the alterations made over the last four centuries.
The site of Newsholme Old Hall is situated on the south side of the river Ribble, adjacent to Demesne
farm on the west side of Newsholme. There is a paucity of documentary evidence regarding Newsholme,
although it is mentioned in the Domesday Book as belonging to Roger de Poitou, and by 1573 the manor
was known to have been held by Gabriel Green. The site consists of a low platform surrounded by
shallow ditches, with the foundations of the hall sited at the east end. The linear feature on the west side,
running from the toll house to the site, was probably an access road connecting to the present A682.
As with Newsholme, very little documentary evidence was found regarding Castle Hill to suggest how or
when it was constructed. The physical remains of the site and its position suggest that it was some sort
of defensive feature, possibly a motte and bailey. Although the survey revealed that the 19 th century
quarry has destroyed much of the monument, it is clear that these earthworks were well positioned within
the landscape to defend the river crossing.
The Tramway Reversing Triangle was the terminus of the Blackburn to Over Darwen Tramway which
opened in 1881 and was the first to be authorized to run solely on steam power. It was initially run by
Busby Carson and Co under the name of the Blackburn and Over Darwen Tramways Co Ltd. In 1900 the
trams went electric, but by 1920 the trams were being superseded by buses, only surviving into the
1940’s due to the war. The last tram to Darwen ran in 1946. The reversing triangle is now in a state of
preservation and accessible to the public.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Circumstances of the Project

1.1.1 Greenlane Archaeology was commissioned by Peter Iles, Specialist Advisor (Archaeology) at
Lancashire County Council, to carry out a rapid data-gathering survey of a selected number of
Scheduled Monuments in the county. In some cases basic information such as their exact location and
extent was not known, there were few or no photographs of the surviving remains and little historical
information had been gathered regarding the sites. The results of the survey would enable the Historic
Environment Record (HER) for Lancashire to be enhanced, and would provide images that could be
utilised to enhance the pages on the Lancashire County Council website providing information about
Scheduled Monuments in the county.
1.1.2

The following five sites (Figure 1) were the subject of the desk-based assessment and survey;
Witton Old Hall (SM 182), site of a medieval manorial hall, SD 6642 2725;
Whalley Bridge (SM 11871),a bridge of medieval origins situated on the river Calder, SD 7328,
3590;
Newsholme Old Hall (SM 11874), site of a medieval manorial hall, SD 8360 5136;
Castle Hill, Dolphinholme (SM 13463), site of a medieval motte, SD 5204 5361;
Cemetery Road, Whitehall, Darwen, (SM 14257), 19th century tramway reversing triangle, SD
6978 2053.
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2.

Methodology

2.1

Desk-Based Assessment

2.1.1 A variety of sources were consulted during the compilation of the desk-based assessment all of
which were intended to provide a detailed understanding of the site’s history and the development of the
house and grounds. Eight main sources were used:
Lancaster County Council Historic Environment Record (HER): this is a list of all the known
sites of archaeological interest within the county, which is maintained by Lancashire County
Council and is the primary source of information for an investigation of this kind. Copies of all of
the available information held in the HER were obtained, including early plans, documentary
records, and aerial photos;
Lancashire Record Office, Preston (LRO): this was visited in order to examine early maps and
plans of the site, original documents relating to its owners and the buildings, local and regional
histories and directories, and aerial photographs;
National Monuments Record (NMR): copies of records relating to all of the sites were obtained
from the NMR in order to determine whether they contained additional information not available
elsewhere;
West Yorkshire Archive Service (Wakefield) (WYAS(W)): copies of original documents
relating to Newsholme, which was originally in Yorkshire, were obtained from this archive;
Yorkshire Archaeological Society (YAS): copies of original documents and secondary sources
relating to Newsholme were also obtained from the library and archives of the YAS;
Local Libraries: the local studies collection in Ulverston Library was consulted in order to
examine additional sources relating to the background history of the site;
Greenlane Archaeology library: additional secondary sources, used to provide information for
the site background and aid the understanding of the different sites, were examined.

2.2

Site Visit

2.2.1 The site visits were carried out during January 2009, and recorded in approximate accordance
with the English Heritage definition of a Level 1 topographic survey (English Heritage 2007). At each site
the following methods of recording were employed:
Written records were made on Greenlane Archaeology pro forma record sheets outlining the form
of the surviving remains, with details of the function and date also included where possible;
Digital photographs were taken of both individual features of archaeological interest and the
general site, with views of the local topography also taken where practical to do so. A scale bar
was positioned in a number of these photographs in order to give a general impression of the
size of the features being recorded;
Where it was considered beneficial to the understanding of the site measured sketch plans were
drawn at a scale of 1:100 and 1:50. These drawings were subsequently digitised and turned into
figures.

2.3

Archive

2.3.1 An archive of the project was compiled to provide a permanent paper record of the project and its
results in accordance with English Heritage and IFA guidelines (English Heritage 1991; Brown 2007).
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3.

Witton Old Hall: Medieval Manorial Hall

3.1

Location, Geology and Topography
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3.1.1 The site of Witton Old Hall is situated just outside the east/west boundary of Witton Hall Country
Park, Blackburn, north of the A674 and River Blakewater, and west of the B6447, between playing fields
to the north and allotments to the south (Figure 2).
3.1.2 The solid geology of the area is essentially made up of Millstone Grit giving way to Carboniferous
Limestone and calcareous mudstones, and the drift geology is mainly thick glacial till (Countryside
Commission 1998, 102). To the east there are extensive sand deposits (ibid).
3.1.3 This is predominantly a built-up area, but in addition to urban developments the remaining land
cover is a mix of pasture with areas of acid and neutral grassland and areas of semi natural woodland
and scrub. The field boundaries in this area are hedgerows with a few hedgerow trees which give way to
stone walls and fencing on higher ground (op cit, 103).

3.2

Background History

3.2.1 Early Medieval to Medieval: in the time of Edward I, Adam son of Adam de Billington granted to
Adam son of Adam de Haldeley part of his estate here, and other lands formerly held by Richard son of
John de Witton, to hold of Henry de Lacy Earl of Lincoln (Farrer and Brownbill 1911, 263). In 1322 he
gave this estate to Adam son of Richard de Radcliffe, rector of Bury (1331–67), and the latter gave it, in
about 1330, to his nephew Adam son of William de Radcliffe, who enfeoffed Robert son of Roger de
Radcliffe for term of his life in 1332. In 1345 Adam de Radcliffe was outlawed for felony, but, anticipating
trouble, had previously enfeoffed the vicars of Whalley and Blackburn of his estate here, and they,
obtaining the royal assent, alienated it in 1347 to the Abbot and convent of Whalley, together with lands
acquired from John son of Adam de Ireland (ibid).
3.2.2 The demesne of Witton thus passed into the hands of the monks of Whalley, and continued there
until the dissolution of the house. It was sold to Richard Crombiholme of Dutton, yeoman, on 20 May
1544, together with other possessions of the house, and he conveyed it four days later to George Astley
of Stakes and William his son, in whose line it continued at least as late as the latter part of the 17th
century, and possibly until the Rev. George Astley dispersed the family estates early in the reign of
George III (Farrer and Brownbill 1911, 263).
3.2.3 Post-medieval: Witton Hall was acquired by Joseph Feilden of Blackburn; it is probable he
acquired the manor from the Holme family. His predecessors are said to have commenced purchasing
lands here in 1690. Samuel Bower of Highgrave also acquired numerous messuages here in the latter
part of the 18th century, which are said to have been sold after his death in 1793 to Mr. Henry Feilden of
Witton (Farrer and Brownbill 1911, 264). The Feildens built Witton House in 1800 to replace the hall.
After the death of Lieutenant General Feilden in 1895 the estate and house suffered from neglect.
Negotiations about the purchase of the estate between the Feildens and Blackburn Council began. The
estate was purchased, with the help of a donation of £34,000 by Mr RE Hart, in July 1947 by Blackburn
Council at a cost of £64,000, and Witton House was demolished in 1952. In 1973 the estate was
designated a Country Park with grant aid from the Countryside Commission (Anon 2009).
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Map Regression

3.3.1 Ordnance Survey 1850: this map (Ordnance Survey 1850a; Plate 1) shows the hall existing as
ruins surrounded by open land, possibly parkland. Two separate buildings are shown; that to the northeast is probably outbuildings associated with the hall while the hall itself is probably the building to the
south-west.
3.3.2 Ordnance Survey 1892: this later map (Ordnance Survey 1892a; Plate 2) shows the immediate
boundaries of the hall, but the ruins are possibly no longer extant above ground. The building on the
north side of the site is apparently still present, although it is not clear whether it is being depicted as a
roofless ruin by this date.

Plate 1: (left) Ordnance Survey map of 1850
Plate 2: (right) Ordnance Survey map of 1892

3.4

Site visit

3.4.1 The scheduled monument site is on a level platform adjoining land that slopes down to the River
Blakewater to the south (Plate 3). The river has been canalised at the north-east end, and runs
approximately east/west 200m from the site. There are allotments between the site and the river (Plate
4). To the north, the ground is relatively flat for some 20m before sloping down beyond the playing field
boundary. To the east, the ground slopes gently down for some 100m before rising fairly sharply up to
the B6447, which runs north-south. On the west side of the site is a large linear feature running
east/west and the remains of ruined buildings are present on the north-east side of the site.

Plate 3: (left) Canalised section of the River Blakewater to the east of the site
Plate 4: (right) Allotments to the south-east of the site
Client: Lancashire County Council
© Greenlane Archaeology Ltd, May 2009
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3.4.2 The ruins within the site comprise a single rectangular building orientated east/west of dry-stone
construction (Figure 2). The building is subdivided into three rooms and there is a large courtyard on the
south side, enclosed by a dry-stone wall. While the walls of the building have only survived to a
maximum height of 1m, the courtyard walls appear mainly complete, although the east and west walls
are without coping stones. Each of the rooms of the building is accessible from the courtyard, with the
central room (Room 2) and the east room (Room 3) originally having access from the north through
doorways that have subsequently been blocked. The doorways on the south elevation are finished with
large quoins.

Plate 5: (left) View of site from the east
Plate 6: (right) North wall of building, looking west

3.4.3 Room 1: this is the western room and is orientated north/south with the north end extending
beyond the north elevation of the remainder of the building. There is a doorway in the east elevation at
the south end giving access to Room 2. Across this doorway is a large stone slab measuring 2.2m by 2m
and 0.15m thick, probably the original door lintel (Plate 7). As the only door is on the south elevation, this
room is not accessible from the rest of the building.

Plate 7: (left) Lintel in doorway between Room 1 and Room 2, looking south-west
Plate 8: (right) Room 2, looking east from Room 1

3.4.4 Room 2: this is the central room (Plate 8) and it has two doorways on the south elevation; one
1m wide in the southwest corner, and a large central doorway 2.7m in width (Plate 9). In the north
elevation, opposite the central doorway, is a blocked doorway 2.4m wide (Plate 10). On the west side of
the room were remnants of brick flooring constructed from plain handmade bricks.

Client: Lancashire County Council
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Plate 9: (left) Quoin stones in door jamb of Room 2, looking north-east
Plate 10: (right) Blocked doorway in north elevation of Room 2, looking north

3.4.5 Room 3: this forms the east room and has a doorway to the courtyard at the south-east corner.
There is also a doorway at the south end of the west elevation, giving access to Room 2. The north
elevation has a blocked doorway at the west end. The east elevation of Room 3 has a large stone lintel
set vertically in the wall a metre from the north-east corner (Plate 11). The stonework between the lintel
and the end of the north wall is not keyed in, suggesting that this is a blocked doorway. There are
remnants of a concrete surface within the room.

Plate 11: Blocked door in east elevation of Room 3, looking west

3.4.6 The courtyard: the east wall of the courtyard is a continuation of the east elevation of Room 3
and is 5.3m in length (Plate 12). This wall is terminated with a stone gatepost, which is tapered and has
a rounded top, and there is an opposing gatepost creating a gateway 2.55m wide. A wall continues for
some 115m to the east from the courtyard behind this gatepost. There is a gateway 40m from the west
end of this wall, 2.6m in width, with stone gate posts similar to those previously described (Plate 13). The
south wall runs for 21m from the south end of the west wall and is terminated with a stone gatepost.
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Plate 12: (left) Entrance to the courtyard at the south end of the east wall, looking west
Plate 13: (right) Gateway in the wall running east from courtyard, looking north-west

3.4.7 Within the courtyard (Plate 14) were remnants of a flagstone floor, within which two of the
flagstones had been cut to create a manhole, which had been covered with a circular cast iron plate
(Plate 15). The void below the manhole had been backfilled with stones and was filled to the top with
water. Although the east and west sides of this void extended beyond 1m in length, this feature is most
probably a well rather than a culvert.

Plate 14: Courtyard from the east
Plate 15: Manhole in large flagstones of courtyard

3.4.8 Approximately 50m to the west of the site is a large ditch running east/west and 60m in length
(Plate 16). The ground to the south of the ditch slopes down before levelling out, with the canalised
section some 100m to the south. This side of the ditch has a dry-stone revetment 0.5m to 1m in height
(Plate 17). The ditch is approximately 2m in depth and 5m wide, with steep sides and a concave base.
To the south-west of this feature is another, smaller ditch running north to south, also stone-lined, which
terminates before it reaches the stream.

Client: Lancashire County Council
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Plate 16: (left) Large ditch west of site
Plate 17: (right) Revetment of large ditch
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4.

Whalley Bridge: Medieval Bridge

4.1

Location, Geology and Topography

4.1.1 Whalley lies on the north side of the river Calder as it flows north and west on its way to the
Ribble. The parish church, surrounded by the village, stands near the north bank of the river in a central
position, and has the ruins of Whalley Abbey to its west. The bridge straddles the Calder at the south
end of the main road, running north/south through Whalley (Figure 3).
4.1.2 The solid geology of the area is essentially made up of Millstone Grit giving way to Carboniferous
Limestone and calcerous mudstones (Countryside Commission 1998, 93). The soils are of Cambric
stagnogley type (Ordnance Survey 1983) and the drift geology is mainly thick glacial till with areas of
sand and gravel (Countryside Commission 1998, 93).
4.1.3 The landscape of the wider area is a diverse mix of undulating pasture and broadleaf woodland
(op cit, 91); the fields tend to be small and defined by hedges and there is a relatively large amount of
woodland (ibid). The area is on the edge of Pendle Hill to the east, with major river valleys to the south
and the Bowland Fells to the north (ibid).

4.2

Background History

4.2.1 Introduction: Whalley derives its name from the Old Norse word hwall, meaning ‘a hill’ (Sephton
1913, 201). In 1296 Whalley Abbey was founded when the Cistercian Order relocated from Stanlaw and
it remained in existence until its dissolution in 1537 (Farrer and Brownbill 1908, 131). In 1553 the Abbey
and its estates were sold to Richard Assheton (ibid). Until the Dissolution Whalley was a place of relative
importance, but by the 1600’s had been surpassed by Clitheroe (Farrer and Brownbill 1911, 381).
4.2.2 Whalley Bridge: the existing bridge was rebuilt in the early 20 th century but has an ancient core.
There has probably been a bridge on the site since at least the establishment of the Abbey, if not before,
and a stone bridge since at least the 17th century. The bridge is first mentioned in 1317 when Aden de
Huddleston granted a quarry to the monks of the Abbey which was ‘beyond the bridge at Whalley’ (Fell
1979, 4). In 1634 an order for taxation to rebuild the bridge was made (LRO DDKE/2/15/3 1634);
probably in response to a letter from Sir Raph Assheton about its poor condition (LRO QSB/1/121/19a
1633). Work appears to have started immediately as a blacksmith, Ralph Rishton, was summoned to
appear at the County Sessions in 1634 for illegally pulling down the battlements of the bridge on a
Sunday (LRO QSB/1/141/21 1634). Further repairs were apparently also made in 1656 (LRO
QSP/130/17 1656) and 1682 (LRO QSP/553/8 1682). The bridge was subsequently re-pointed in 1908
(LRO QAR/5/14a 1917) and had major alterations made in 1917, at which time it was widened on both
sides, the wedge shaped cutwaters were replaced with rounded ones, and the south-west retaining wall
was also rebuilt (ibid; compare Plate 18 and Plate 19). It is also apparent from contemporary
photographs that the original surface of the road across the bridge, which was raised to follow the line of
the arch below, was flattened to form a single slope down from south to north (see Plate 18 and Plate
19).
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Plate 18: Whalley Bridge in 1906, before widening (LRO QAR/5/14a 1906)

Plate 19: Whalley bridge in 1917, after widening (LRO QAR/5/14a 1917)
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4.3
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Map Regression

4.3.1 Introduction: the nature of this monument means that maps are of limited use in interpreting its
historical development, especially the earlier and often less accurate ones. Therefore, only two later
Ordnance Survey maps are included in the map regression, essentially in order to show the adjoining
topography at the time as much as to aid the understanding of the bridge.
4.3.2 Ordnance Survey 1850: whereas Kings Road to the south of the bridge is fairly developed, this
map (Ordnance Survey 1850b; Plate 20) shows that development on the north bank is limited, with a
large garden to the west side of the bridge. The weir to the west is fairly detailed.
4.3.3 Ordnance Survey 1892: this map (Ordnance Survey 1892b; Plate 21) shows that there has
been little change since 1850. However, the north side of the river is slightly more developed and it is
evident that the positions of the river channels from the weir have varied over time.

Plate 20: (left) Ordnance Survey map of 1850
Plate 21: (right) Ordnance Survey map of 1892

4.4

Site visit

4.4.1 The bridge itself is a stone construction and comprises three segmental arches, the central arch
being slightly higher than the two end arches (Plate 22 and Plate 23); the piers have rounded cutwaters
on top of which are the passing places. The bridge is faced with ashlar limestone blocks with a rockfaced or rusticated finish (Plate 24). Above the arches runs a string course of dressed stone above which
is the parapet, the coping stones of which have sloping tops. The arches are dressed with uniform ashlar
voissoirs, which are supported by the pier cutwaters (Plate 27). The road across the bridge is finished
with tarmac and has kerbed pavements on both sides. The passing places within the parapets are either
for decorative purposes or else suggest that the pavements on the bridge have been laid at a later date.

Plate 22: Whalley Bridge from the south bank, looking west
Client: Lancashire County Council
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Plate 23: (left) Collapsed revetment of south bank
Plate 24 (right) Blocked steps leading to north bank

4.4.2 The undersides of the arches reveal at least three different phases of construction (Plate 25): the
outer sides were built at a later date than the two central sections, and the west one of these being
ribbed (Plate 26). The use of ribbed arches is typically medieval and was employed to ease construction;
they are self supporting and reduced the volume of stone which needed to be cut accurately by about a
third (Cook 1998, 25). Within the central arch there is a section (Phase 2) with a row of corbels situated
at a similar height to the tops of the cutwaters (Plate 27). It is likely that these were used to support
timbers during the construction of the arch (op cit). All of the sections are constructed of regular
rectangular, dressed, gritstone blocks, and many of those in the central section on the west side of the
north arch have the initials ‘WH’ cut into them (Plate 28).

Plate 25: Phases of bridge construction
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Plate 26: (left) Ribbed section of north arch
Plate 27: (right) Ashlar voussoirs of central arch and corbels at base of arch

Plate 28: Example of mark cut into the Phase 2 stonework
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5.

Newsholme Old Hall: Medieval Manorial Hall

5.1

Location, Geology and Topography

5.1.1 The site is situated on the south side of the river Ribble, approximately 130m above sea level
adjacent to Demesne Farm, east of Newsholme. Newsholme is 16 miles north-east of Clitheroe in the
Ribble valley and situated on the north side of the A682 (Figure 4).
5.1.2 The solid geology of the area is essentially made up of Millstone Grit giving way to Carboniferous
Limestone and calcerous mudstones (Countryside Commission 1998, 93). The soils are Cambric
stagnogley type (Ordnance Survey 1983) and the drift geology is mainly thick glacial till with areas of
sand and gravel (Countryside Commission 1998, 93).
5.1.3 The landscape of the wider area is a diverse mix of undulating pasture and broadleaf woodland
(op cit, 91); the fields tend to be small and defined by hedges and there is a relatively large amount of
woodland (ibid). The area is on the edge of Pendle Hill to the east, with major river valleys to the south
and the Bowland Fells to the north (ibid).

5.2

Background History

5.2.1 Early Medieval to Medieval: there is a paucity of documentary evidence relating to Newsholme
and it is often difficult to differentiate Newsholme from Newsholme near Keighley (e.g. Paley-Baildon
1924). The earliest documentation of Newsholme is an entry in the Domesday Book; it is described as
belonging to Roger De Poitou, half a carucate in size, and possibly part of Gisburn (Williams and Martin
2002, 854). There is apparently a reference to ‘Neusam near Patenhale’ as being held by Adam de le
Grene in 1291 (Paely-Baildon 1924, 12). The next mention found is from the Feet of Fines of 1311 where
it is stated that Thomas de le Grene was gifted by Robert Pedefere six messuages, a toft, two mills, eight
bovates and 55 acres of land, 17 acres of meadow, five acres of wood and a rent of 3d in the manor of
Newesom in Craven and Westpathenal (Roper 1965, 85). By 1573 the manor was held by Gabriel
Green, possibly a descendant of Thomas de la Grene, who, in 1573, conveyed the lordship and capital
messuage of Newsholme which also include lands in Paythnall and Ellynthorpe to Thomas Lister and his
heirs (Lancaster 1919, 469). There are few records relating to the site after the 16 th century; two estate
surveys from the early 19th century refer to a field named ‘Hall Croft’ but make no reference to the hall
itself (YAS MD335/1/4/3/4 1812; YAS MD335/1/4/3/9 1838), which might suggest it had been long
demolished by that point.

5.3

Map Regression

5.3.1 Tithe map of 1846: this map (LRO DRL 1/55 1846; Plate 29) shows the farm adjacent to the site
and also the toll bar at the junction to the west. The schedule for the tithe map records that the field in
which the site is situated belonged to Anthony and Stephen Carr (LRO PR3432/3/3 1846). They also
owned all the surrounding land, including the adjacent farm. The field to the west of the site is called ‘Hall
Croft’ and also belonged to them. It is notable that this is the same name as that recorded in the slightly
earlier estate surveys (see Section 5.2.1 above).
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Plate 29: Tithe map of 1846 (LRO DRL 1/55 1846) showing the position of the site

5.3.2 Ordnance Survey 1853: the outline of the foundations of what is presumably the actual hall and
the surrounding earthworks are shown on this map (Ordnance Survey 1853; Plate 30). The map also
shows the field to be separated by a track or boundary hedge running across the field at this time.

Plate 30: Ordnance Survey map of 1853 showing the position of the site

5.3.3 Ordnance Survey 1894: the next Ordnance Survey edition (Ordnance Survey 1894a, 1894b;
Plate 31) shows the earthworks labelled ‘Old Hall (Site of)’ in some detail, but it is not possible to
specifically identify the site of the hall itself. There appears to have been little development in the area
since the tithe map of 1864, although a new field boundary has been constructed to the south-west and
the former toll bar has apparently become a school.
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Plate 31: Ordnance survey map of 1894 showing the position of the site

5.4

Aerial Photographs

5.4.1 The aerial photograph from the south-east (Plate 32) shows the site of the old hall, platform, and
perimeter ditches very clearly. This view also shows an earthwork running through the adjacent field
towards the toll bar, which is apparently a road connecting the site of the hall to the main road to the
south-west. There is also a faint circular feature in the centre of this field. On the south side of the A682
opposite the old road there are further faint rectangular features which are possibly enclosures.

Plate 32: Aerial photograph taken from the south-east (Olivier c1980a PRN334-N553)
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5.4.2 This aerial photograph from the north (Plate 33) shows a wide low hillock on the south side of the
A682, which is enclosed by a rectilinear feature at the base. To the north-west side of this feature and
perpendicular to the A682 are narrow rectangular features, possibly enclosures. There is also possibly a
feature on the summit of the hillock. To the north of the site is a large area of disturbed ground, possibly
the result of some type of quarrying.

Plate 33: Aerial photograph taken from the north (Olivier c1980b PRN334-N554)

5.5

Site visit

5.5.1 The main part of the site comprises a low-lying rectangular platform covering an area of some
80m by 100m. The sides of the platform are orientated north-west/south-east by north-east/south-west.
The rear gardens of the houses to the south-east of the site encroach a little upon the shallow ditch to
this side of the platform. The ditch to the south-west of the platform is the best defined (Plate 34); it
extends to the dry stone boundary wall to the north-west, past the south-west end of the ditch on the
north-west side of the platform and is approximately 0.8m deep at its deepest point. The boundary fence
runs parallel to this side of the platform, some 5m to the south-west. The north-west ditch (Plate 35) also
some 5m in from the field boundary, a dry stone wall, and approximately 0.5m in depth. The platform
area contained within the ditches is fairly level apart from in the north-east corner, where the ground is
uneven; here, the presumed outline of the old hall is just visible (Plate 36).

Plate 34: (left) Ditch running south-east/north-west
Plate 35: (right) View from west corner of the site, showing the north-west ditch
Client: Lancashire County Council
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5.5.2 The field to the south-east of the site contains a linear feature that runs in a north-east/south-west
direction from the south-west corner of the site to the toll house in the west corner of the field. This
feature is approximately 3m in width and is just visible as a slightly raised area of ground (Plate 37).

Plate 36: (left) View from north end showing undulations of site of hall
Plate 37: (right) Linear feature running southwest to the former Toll House
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6.

Castle Hill, Dolphinholme: Medieval Motte

6.1

Location, Geology and Topography

6.1.1 The site is situated on a small plateau on the valley side some 20m above the floodplain of the
River Wyre; between it and the west part of the village of Dolphinholme (Figure 5). It is approximately
11km south of the centre of Lancaster, at a height of approximately 80m above sea level (Ordnance
Survey 2005; Figure 1).
6.1.2 The landscape is typically made up of undulating pasture with occasional steeply sloping wooded
escarpments (Countryside Commission 1998, 82), although as the landscape flattens out, it is generally
covered by thick deposits of glacial till, which forms an extensive drumlin field closer to the coast (op cit,
83). The underlying solid geology is dominated by Millstone Grit sandstones of the Upper Carboniferous
(Ede and Darlington 2002, 5).

6.2

Background History

6.2.1 Early Medieval to Medieval: Dolphinholme probably derives its name from a person; Dolfin, an
Old English name, or Dolfinus and Dolfyn from the 14th century (Wild and Hurst 1911, 87), and ‘holme’
from the Old Norse ‘holmr’, meaning island in a river (ibid). The Old Norse suffix suggests that there has
been a settlement here prior to the Norman Conquest.
6.2.2 Post-Medieval: in the early 19th century Dolphinholme was a busy manufacturing village; by
1836 there two silk mills (Farrer and Brownbill 1914, 96), and it was one of the first places in the country
to have gas lighting, installed by Samuel Clegg in 1811 (Matthews 1827, 329). The industrial revolution
was short lived though, and soon declined, the last factory closing in 1867 (Farrer and Brownbill 1914,
96). 6.3
Map Regression
6.3.1 Ordnance Survey 1850: this map (Ordnance Survey 1850c; Plate 38) shows Castle Hill farm
and the quarry, which is probably still in use at this time. However, the remains of the castle are not
recorded.
6.3.2: Ordnance Survey 1892: This map (Ordnance Survey 1892c, Plate 39) shows that the quarry has
been disused for some time by this date. The motte itself is again not shown.

Plate 38: (left) Ordnance Survey map of 1850 showing the position of the site
Plate 39: (right) Ordnance Survey Map of 1892 showing the position of the site
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Site Visit

6.4.1 The site is situated some 30m up the steep north bank of the flood plain of the River Wyre, with
Castle Hill Farm 50m to the north (Plate 40). The site has been severely truncated by the disused quarry
immediately to the west, with only a small amount of a shallow mound surviving to show the location of
the ruin. The mound is roughly semi-circular and approximately 10m by 8m at its base and about 5m
across at the top. The mound is not much more than a metre or so in height and follows the incline of the
bank on the south side. The north side slopes slightly more steeply to the ground and is only 0.5m in
height (Plate 41). On the west side of the mound and on the edge of the quarry are the footings of a
stone wall, 2m in length and 0.25m wide. On the east side of the mound, a shallow depression indicates
the outline of a ditch (Plate 42); the west bank sloping up slightly, about 2m in width from the base to the
east brow. This depression follows the mound round to the north side before petering out.

Plate 40: Detailed location and measured plan of motte
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Plate 41: (left) Mound, looking from the south-east
Plate 42: (right) Ditch on east side of mound

6.4.2 The quarry is fenced off with wire fence, which runs north to south along its edge (Plate 43).
There is a large fence post situated on the monument between the west side of the mound and the
footings (Plate 44).

Plate 43: (left) Mound from the north, overlooking the Wyre valley
Plate 44: (right) West side of mound on quarry edge

6.4.3 The quarry is approximately 40m long and 35m wide. The east and west sides slope steeply and
the north end has a vertical side before having a more gradual break of slope at the base. The south end
is open.
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7.

Cemetery Road, Darwen: Tramway Reversing Triangle

7.1

Location, Geology and Topography

7.1.1 The site is situated in Cemetery Road (the A666), Darwen, just north of the Knowlesley Road
junction, 212m above sea level (Figure 6). Darwen itself lies in the upper part of the valley of the River
Darwen, from which it takes its name. To the north is Blackburn, and to the west and southwest are
Darwen Moor and Turton Moor, with Hoddleston Moss to the east.
7.1.2 The solid geology of the area is essentially made up of Millstone Grit giving way to Carboniferous
Limestone and calcerous mudstones (Countryside Commission 1998, 102). The drift geology is mainly
thick glacial till with extensive sand deposits further to the east (ibid).
7.1.3 This is predominantly an area of built-up land, but in addition to these urban developments the
remaining land cover is a mix of pasture with areas of acid and neutral grassland and areas of semi
natural woodland and scrub. The field boundaries in this area are hedgerows with few hedgerow trees
which give way to stone walls and fencing on higher ground (Countryside Commission 1998, 103).

7.2

Background History

7.2.1 The Manor: the earliest records of Darwen date from the 12th century, when, between 1169 and
1177, the manor was given by Henry de Lacy to Robert Banastre, Baron of Newton in Makerfield (Farrer
and Brownbill 1911, 269). Early in the 13th century the manor was held in shares by the families of
Derwent and Alston. In 1311 Geoffrey de Cuerdale held one half of the manor. The other moiety of the
manor was vested before 1250 in the persons of Richard de Alston, Henry de Whalley and William de
Salmsbury (ibid). By 1556 titles to the lands in the manor of Darwen were owned by the John
Osbaldeston and John Southworth. Following protracted disputes Osbaldeston purchased the land from
Southworth and the manor remained with the Osbaldestons until 1658, when it was sold to Edward
Warren of Poynton. Sir George Warren, the great-great-grandson of Edward sold the manor to a John
Trafford in 1766. Trafford sold up to a George Duckworth in 1811, whose family held the manor into the
late 19th century (ibid).
7.2.2 Darwen: the south end of Darwen is referred to as Over Darwen, while the north end is Lower
Darwen; the site of the Reversing Triangle is situated in Over Darwen. Darwen gets its name from the
river on which it stands, whose name is the Celtic for ‘river where oak trees grow’ (Mills 2003, 149).
Darwen was noted as far back as the 17th century for the weaving by hand-looms of checked cotton
cloths and calicoes, the industry being conducted in the houses of yeomen and husbandmen (Farrer and
Brownbill 1911, 269). The prosperity of the hand-loom weaving industry reached its height about the
beginning of the last quarter of the 18th century, when several block-printing works were established, the
principal works being those established by Mr James Greenway at Livesey Fold, afterwards removed to
Dob Meadows (ibid). Calico-bleaching works were also established and paper-making was introduced by
Richard Hilton by 1836, which was carried on in works owned by the Darwen Paper Mill Company.
Paper-staining works were established by Charles and Harold Bolter in 1841, together with papermaking, by the Wall Paper Manufacturers, Limited (ibid). Cotton-spinning by machinery was first
introduced in c1820, by William Eccles, at Bowling Green Mill. In addition to these there were iron and
brass foundries, machine works, sanitary pipe manufactories, collieries, flag and stone quarries, glazed
and building-brick works, and iron-works. The railway arrived in 1848, the line running between
Blackburn and Bolton (ibid).
7.2.3 The Blackburn to Over Darwen Tramway: the line linking Darwen to Blackburn opened in
1881; the Blackburn and Over Darwen Tramways Act of 1879 being the first one in the country to
authorise a tramway system to be operated solely by steam power (Holden 2009). Initially run by Busby
Carson and Co under the name of Blackburn and Over Darwen Tramways Company Limited the trams
were taken over by the Blackburn and Darwen local authority in 1898 who instigated the conversion of
the tramway to electricity (ibid). Electric trams began to run in 1899 on the Preston New Road route to
Billinge End. The first electric tram to Darwen ran in 1900. The Blackburn Cemetery route was extended
to Wilpshire in 1902 and in the same year the line to Church opened. In 1903 came extensions to Audley
and Cherry Tree and in 1907 the through service to Accrington began using Blackburn cars. Trams to
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Hoddlesden commenced in October 1901. Buses started appearing on Blackburn roads as early as 1920
with a service from the Boulevard to Rishton. Throughout the 20's and 30's bus routes proliferated and
by 1939 there were only four tram routes remaining, those to Wilpshire, Darwen, Church, and Preston
New Road. World War II, and the consequent petrol shortages, prolonged the life of trams: throughout
the war Darwen Corporation had been petitioning the Ministry for permission to abandon trams, but this
was withheld. It wasn't until 6th October 1946 that the last tram ran in Darwen, and the trams to Darwen
boundary ceased on July 2nd 1949. On September 3rd 1949, the last remaining service, which was to
Intack, ran for the last time (ibid).

7.3

Map Regression

Plate 45: (left) Ordnance Survey map of 1850
Plate 46: (right) Ordnance Survey map of 1890

7.3.1 Ordnance Survey map 1850: this map (Ordnance Survey 1850d; Plate 45) was published some
30 years before the tramway was built and shows the area around Cemetery Road undeveloped. The
site is surrounded by open land except for buildings on the opposite side of the street, and a public
house to the north.
7.3.2 Ordnance Survey map 1890: this map (Ordnance Survey 1890; Plate 46) appears to show a
building at the terminus of the triangle which may have been a shed or shelter; there is also a smaller
building on the south side of the triangle. The area around the site is now considerably more developed
with terraced houses extending down the south side of Cemetery Road and to the north. Two mills have
also been built since 1850, situated to the west and north of the tramway turning point. The turning point
itself extended further back than exists today and appears to terminate inside the building.

7.4

Site visit

7.3.1 The tramway reversing triangle is situated on the east side of Cemetery Road, between two
houses 14m north of Knowlesly Road (Plate 47) The rails and setts have been bounded with a concrete
kerb, around which is a pavement, while the remaining area has been turfed. There is a cast iron
information plaque (Plate 48) attached to the ground on the south side of the monument. The tramway is
13.8m in length and the rails are 1.3m wide and have been laid into stone setts, with the top of the rail
flush with these. The rails split 8m from the east end and the gap between each tramway is 1.7m wide
where they butt the pavement. At the east end between the rails there is an ash pit covered with a hatch
constructed of timber boards held together with iron straps (Plate 49).
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Plate 47: (left) Tramway reversing triangle looking east
Plate 48: (right) Cast iron information plaque

7.3.2 The east end of the site is bounded by an iron railing fence and the west end is open to the
pavement. The terrace to the north and the house to the south of the site are both contemporary with the
tram line. Between the terrace and the north boundary of the site is a single storey building of 20 th
century construction. On the south elevation of this building there is a large mural of a tram and company
name (Plate 50).

Plate 49: (left) Ash pit at rail terminus
Plate 50: (right) Mural on the north side of the site
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8.

Conclusion

8.1

Witton Old Hall

8.1.1 Although there is documentation regarding the families who have owned the manor and estates
of Witton since the 14th century there is no mention of the hall, or when it was demolished. Examination
of earlier maps reveals that in the vicinity of the sites there were two buildings in existence; the
Ordnance Survey of 1850 showing the ruins of Witton Old Hall and another unnamed building just to the
north-west, which are probably the extant ruins examined during the site visit. The Ordnance Survey
map of 1890 shows a rectangular feature in the same location as the unidentified building on the 1850
Ordnance Survey map, but there is no indication of the Old Hall by this date. The ruins on the Scheduled
Monument site are consistent with that of farm buildings or stables from the 18th to 19th century.
Overlaying the 1850 Ordnance Survey map and the modern mapping suggests that the site of Witton
Old Hall is located approximately 25m to the south-east of the standing ruins, beneath the allotments
and not actually within the Scheduled Monument area.

8.2

Whalley Bridge

8.2.1 Although Whalley Bridge has had modifications and rebuilds over the centuries, it is possible that
the early core of the first stone bridge still survives. Examination of the north arch shows at least three
phases of past modifications. The last phase (Phase 3; Plate 25) was when the sides of the bridge were
extended in 1917; 1.46m on the east side and 3.66m on the west side. The records indicate that the
bridge was rebuilt in 1634 and the style of the marks (Plate 28) on the west internal section suggests it
was built at this time (Phase 2, Plate 25). The marks on the stones under the north arch are very large,
probably too large to suggest that they are mason’s marks and it is possible that the ‘WH’ signifies
‘Whalley’, the site they were destined for. The fact that battlements were removed from the bridge prior
to rebuilding in 1634 suggests that there was already a stone bridge crossing the river, although the date
it was built is unknown. The extent of the rebuilding is also unknown but the two middle sections suggest
that the bridge was widened. The ribbed section (Phase 1; Plate 25) on the east side is probably
medieval and must pre-date the repairs of 1634.

8.3

Newsholme Old Hall

8.3.1 There appears to have been little change to this site over the last 200 years although the gardens
of the houses built on the south east side do encroach on the ditch on that side. No detailed
documentary evidence can be found about the old hall itself, although the field immediately to the
northwest is referred to as ‘Hall Croft’ on the 1864 tithe map and this is probably the same piece of land
recorded in two earlier estate surveys. The linear feature that runs from the site to the toll house could
possibly have been the original road to the hall. This feature lines up with what is now the A59 where it
now bends to the south and takes the road past the front of Demesne Farm to Newsholme.

8.4

Castle Hill, Dolphinholme

8.4.1 There appears to be very little left of this site, which has been heavily truncated by the 19 th
century quarry. The only documentary evidence for a building is that the site is recorded as Castle Hill on
the Ordnance Survey maps. The remains of the stone wall on the west side of the mound are probably
contemporary with the quarry as it contains red brick. It is very probable that any stone relating to the
monument was removed by the time the quarry was established, if not before. The aspect of the site
overlooking the river Wyre is well suited as a defensive position for a fortified building, but there is no
documentary evidence to say what type of building was on this site. The site itself may be susceptible to
erosion on the west side from weathering, and especially from animals kept in the quarry.

8.5

Cemetery Road, Darwen

8.5.1 According to the 1890 Ordnance Survey map the tram reversing triangle originally extended at
least 10m further east. The 1890 map also indicates that some type of shed was built over the turning
point which has since been demolished. The stone sets were probably re-laid when the site was
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renovated as they follow the line of the pavement at the west end. The reversing triangle is now in a
state of preservation and accessible to the public.
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